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ABSTRACTA query against a database behind a site like Napster maysearh, e.g., for all users who have downloaded more jazz ti-tles than pop musi titles. In order to express suh queries,we extend lassial monadi seond-order logi by Presburgerprediates whih pose numerial restritions on the hil-dren (ontent) of an element node and provide a preiseautomata-theoreti haraterization. While the existentialfragment of the resulting logi is deidable, it turns out thatsatis�ability of the full logi is undeidable. Deidable sat-is�ability and a querying algorithm even with linear dataomplexity an be obtained if numerial onstraints are onlyapplied to those ontents of elements where ordering is ir-relevant. Finally, it is skethed how these tehniques an beextended also to answer questions like, e.g., whether the to-tal prie of the jazz musi downloaded so far exeeds a user'sbudget.Keywords: Querying XML douments, monadi seondorder logi, Presburger arithmeti, automata.
1. INTRODUCTIONMonadi Seond-Order Logi has been identi�ed as an im-portant logi in the theory of XML shema and query lan-guages. It aptures the lass of regular tree languages whihis basially the lass of XML douments that an be spei-�ed by a type de�nition in XML Shema. It has also beenused to prove deidability of the type heking problem foran important part of XSLT transformations [18℄. However,most of the work investigated MSO logi as a basis for XMLquerying. It turned out that it de�nes a very robust lassof queries with a lot of equivalent haraterizations by otherquery mehanisms like attributed grammars [23℄, automata[20, 1, 21℄ and datalog [12℄. Although MSO logi is a robustand powerful query language it an not express all kinds
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of queries one might be interested in. For instane, queriesin the ited papers are not allowed to ompare data valuesthat are loated at di�erent nodes of a tree (see [22℄ for astep in that diretion). Also, there are no means to omputewith data values or to ount and ompare the numbers ofourrenes of di�erent types of nodes.In this paper, we therefore investigate in how far MSO-based querying an be extended to also allow for reasoningabout numerial properties of XML douments. As an ex-ample onsider a doument ontaining musi �les shared bysome peer-to-peer system as Napster, Gnutella et. as ex-posed in Figure 1.1For instane, we would like to query for users who preferjazz over pop. Suh a query an be expressed by askingfor nodes labeled with \musi" that have more sons labeled\jazz" than \pop". Querying for users who are extreme jazzfans an be expressed by requiring that the majority of thesons of a node labeled by \musi" is labeled by \jazz".In order to formulate suh queries, we extend MonadiSeond Order (MSO) Logi by Presburger arithmeti for-mulas onstraining the hildren of a node (Presburger on-straints for short). In this new Presburger MSO Logi, the�rst query an be expressed as:x 2 Labmusi ^ x=�1where �1 is the formula�1 � [Labjazz℄ � [Labpop℄Here, [Labjazz℄ and [Labpop℄ denote the numbers of hildrenlabeled with jazz and pop, respetively. For the seondquery we replae �1 by �2, where �2 is the formula:�2 � [Labjazz℄ � [Labpop℄ + [Labfrenh℄ + [Lablassi℄Expliity enumerating all avors of musi di�erent fromjazz may be awkward. Instead, we perhaps prefer to de�nean auxiliary prediate X by:8x: (x 2 X)$ :(x 2 Labjazz)and then replae the formula �2 with:�02 � [Labjazz℄ � [X℄As an operational ounterpart of the extended logi we studybottom-up tree automata that are enhaned by Presburger1It should be noted that in a realisti setting the type ofmusi would likely be represented by an attribute and not bya separate tag for eah type. But, of ourse, for the purposeof query proessing we an interpret a tag with attributejazz as a tag jazz.



<do><user><name> ... </name>...<musi><jazz><album> Always let me go </album><artist> Keith Jarrett </artist><year> 2002 </year><time> 3310 </time><prie> 240 </prie></jazz><pop><tit> Just my imagination</tit><artist> The Cranberries </artist><year> 2002 </year><album> Stars </album><time> 220 </time><prie> 20 </prie></pop><frenh><tit> Aux enfants de la hane </tit><artist> Serge Gainsbourg </artist><album> Serge Gainsbourg, vol. 3 </album><time> 247 </time><prie> 16 </prie></frenh><lassi><tit> The Seven Gates of Jerusalem </tit><omp> Krzystof Pendereki </omp><reorded> 1999 </reorded><time> 3510 </time><prie> 262 </prie></lassi><jazz><album> Kind of Blue </album><artist> Miles Davis </artist><year> 1997 </year><time> 3325 </time><prie> 220 </prie></jazz></musi><video>...</video><images>...</images></user></do>Figure 1: An example doument ontaining infor-mation about musi �les downloaded by users.

onstraints. Transitions from the hildren of a node to thenode itself may depend on the frequenies of states at thehildren via a Presburger arithmeti ondition, i.e., a for-mula involving addition.We start our investigation by onsidering automata thatonly use Presburger onstraints, i.e., automata that disre-gard the order of the hildren of a node and only use ar-dinalities of states. Tehnially speaking, we study in thispart automata on unordered trees. It turns out that theseautomata are very well-behaved. They de�ne a lass oftrees with very regular properties like various losure prop-erties and equivalene with Presburger MSO logi. Further,these automata allow for e�etive stati analysis. Empti-ness and universality are deidable, from a nondeterministiautomaton an equivalent deterministi automaton an beonstruted. Last but not least, they allow to de�ne a lassof (unary) queries the evaluation of whih has linear timedata omplexity.Next, we study automata that are allowed to ombinePresburger onstraints with the ommon regular languageonstraints. It turns out that this leads to automata withless desirable properties. Although emptiness of suh au-tomata an still be deided, universality (whether an au-tomaton aepts all trees) beomes undeidable. As weshow that the nondeterministi automata of this type anbe haraterized by existential MSO logi we an onludethat MSO logi whih takes into aount the order of hil-dren beomes undeidable. Nevertheless, the word problemfor these automata is deidable in polynomial time.Often, however, and in partiular in our example, someparts of a doument an be onsidered as textual repre-sentations of information reords. This means that insideertain elements, the ordering is not signi�ant. We there-fore investigate automata on mixed doument trees, i.e., inwhih element tags either identify their ontent as orderedor as unordered. We further assume that, as in our example,numerial onstraints only are appliable to suh unorderedelement ontents. Under these assumptions, we get the samekind of nie behavior as in the totally unordered ase, men-tioned above.In many ases, one might not only be interested in ar-dinalities of tags but also in onditions to be ful�lled bythe numbers that our in a doument. We sketh how ourapproah an also be used in this setting.Related Work. Unordered doument trees are losely re-lated to the generalization of feature trees onsidered byNiehren and Podelski in [24℄ where they study the (lassi-al) notion of reognizability and give a haraterization ofthis notion by means of feature automata. No ounting on-straints are onsidered. Query languages for unordered treeshave been proposed by Cardelli and Ghelli [5, 4, 6, 7℄ (andtheir o-workers). Their approah is based on �rst-orderlogi and �xpoint operators. Neither unbounded numerialvalues nor automata-theoreti haraterizations or omplex-ity issues are taken into aount. Kupferman, Sattler andVardi study a �-alulus with graded modalities where onean express, e.g., that a node has at least n suessors satify-ing a ertain property [14℄. The numbers n there, however,are hard-oded into the formula. Klaedtke and Ruess on-sider automata on the unlabeled in�nite binary tree, thathave an aepting ondition depending on one global Pres-burger formula [13℄.Extending the onstrution in [15℄, Lugiez and Dal Zilio



have independently proposed automata models whih are re-lated to ours [16, 17℄. The model losest to our investigationsis studied in [17℄: it essentially equals our seond automatonmodel whih allows to ombine regular and Presburger on-straints freely. For this model, Lugiez and Dal Zilio obtainomparable results onerning losure properties, member-ship tests and deidability of emptiness. In order to expressproperties of trees, they onsider a modal logi similar inspirit to the proposal of Cardelli and Ghelli but without�xpoint operators or expliit quanti�ation (outside Pres-burger sub-formulas). Although no preise haraterizationis given, their logi is stritly less powerful than the givenautomata model.Our paper is organized as follows. We start in setion2 with the ompletely unordered ase. Thus, we formallyintrodue Presburger tree automata running on unorderedtrees whih an deal with numerial properties expressedby Presburger formulas. We study Presburger MSO logi.Then we extend the approah to ordered trees in setion 3.In setion 4, we study mixed trees. Finally, we sketh thetreatment of numbers expliitly mentioned in a doumentin setion 5.
2. UNORDERED TREESIn this setion, we exemplify our tehniques for the speialase of unordered trees whih seems of interest also in its ownright.For a base set A, let NA denote the set of all multi-setsover A. An individual �nite multi-set m whih onsists ofthe sequene of elements a1; : : : ; ak, ai 2 A (not neessarilydistint), is denoted by:m = fa1; : : : ; akgor: m = Xa2A va � fagwhere va 2 N is the multipliity of the element a in thesequene. Note that multipliities an also be 0. The setm is �nite i� all but �nitely many va are 0. In partiular,the multiset union of two multisets m1;m2 is denoted bym1 +m2. Also, we write a 2 m if a ours in m with non-zero multipliity.Let � denote a �nite alphabet. Given the above notion ofmultisets, we de�ne the set U� of unordered trees t (u-treesfor short) over � by the following grammar:t :: = aft1; : : : ; tkg (a 2 �; k � 0)Presburger formulas � are de�ned by the following grammar:� :: = x = n j x+ y = zj �1 ^ �2 j :� j 9x:�where x; y; z are variables and n 2 N is a onstant. As usual,we use abbreviations like x � z for 9 y: x+y = z, 2x+y = zfor (9 t: x+x = t^ t+y = z), false for 9x: x < 0, �1_�2 for:(:�1 ^ :�2) and 8x:� for :9x::�. For a formula � andan assignment � of (a superset of) the free variables of � tonaturals, we de�ne the satisfation relation � j= � by:� j= x = n i� �(x) = n� j= x+ y = z i� �(x) + �(y) = �(z)� j= �1 ^ �2 i� � j= �1 and also � j= �2� j= :� i� � 6j= �� j= 9 x:� i� �� fx 7! ng j= � for some n 2 N

In partiular, a formula � is satis�able i� there is an assign-ment � suh that � j= �. It is well-known that satis�abilityof Presburger arithmeti is deidable in doubly exponentialspae. For omplexity results of orresponding deision pro-edures, we refer to [9, 8, 2℄. Note that the set of vetorsv satisfying a Presburger formula with free variables is asemi-linear set whih an be e�etively omputed [10, 11℄.Reall that a semi-linear set is a �nite union of linear sets,i.e., sets of the formf�+ kXi=0 xi �pi j xi 2 Ngwhere � and the �pi are vetors over N . Presburger formulas� an be ompiled into �nite automata A� running on thebinary representations of these vetors. The automaton A�heks whether a given tuple is ontained in the semi-linearset orresponding to �. Pratial veri�ation tools basedon suh automata are studied, e.g., by Wolper and Boigelot[28℄.Given a �nite setQ (of states), we will onsider a anonialset YQ of variables whih are indexed by the elements in Q.So, we de�ne: YQ = fyq j q 2 Qg
Presburger automataA Presburger u-tree automaton is given by the tuple A =(Q;�; Æ; F ) where:� Q is a �nite set of states,� F � Q is the subset of aepting states,� � is the �nite alphabet of tree labels, and� Æ maps pairs (q; a) of states and labels to Presburgerformulas with free variables from the set YQ.The formula � = Æ(q; a) represents the pre-ondition on thehildren of a node labeled by a for the transition into stateq where the possible values of the variable yp represent theadmissible multipliities of the state p on the hildren. As anexample, onsider the formula  = 9 z: yp + 2z = yq. Thisformula expresses that the number yq of sons labeled by thestate q is at least as big as yp, the respetive number for statep, and that the di�erene is even. Formally, we introduea satisfation relation t j=A q between u-trees t and statesq whih is de�ned as follows. Assume that t = aS (i.e., Sis the { possibly empty { multiset of u-subtrees of the roota) and Æ(q; a) = �. Then t j=A q i� there are multisets ofu-trees Sp of ardinalities np, p 2 Q, suh that:� S =Pp2Q Sp;� t0 j=A p for all t0 2 Sp (p 2 Q);� fyp 7! np j p 2 Qg j= �.The language L(A) of u-trees whih is aepted by the au-tomaton A then is given by:L(A) = ft 2 U� j 9 f 2 F : t j=A fgNote that Presburger automata are non-deterministi. Wewill view them as bottom-up automata in the following. Inorder to get an idea how these automata work, onsider thelanguage L of all u-trees over fa; bg where the internal nodes



are all labeled with a and have at most as many u-subtreeswith a b-leaf as without. One example u-tree t from thislanguage is depited in �g. 2. An automaton for L needs
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aFigure 2: An example u-tree t from L.two states, say 0 and 1 where the transition funtion Æ anbe represented in the table:Æ a b0 y1 = 0 false1 y0 � y1 > 0 y0 + y1 = 0The state 0 is assumed by all u-trees without b leaves whilethe state 1 is only assumed by u-trees ontaining b leaves.Figure 3 shows a run of the automaton on t, i.e., an as-signment mapping the nodes (u-subtree ourrenes) of t tostates suh that the pre-onditions in Æ are loally satis�edat every node. In partiular, we have: t j= 1.
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Figure 3: An example run on the example u-tree t.The main result of this setion is:Theorem 1. Emptiness for Presburger u-tree automatais deidable.Proof. Consider a Presburger u-tree automaton A =(Q;�; Æ; F ). Let us all a state q 2 Q reahable i� thereis a u-tree t with t j=A q. As for �nite automata on orderedtrees, we suessively determine the set R of reahable statesby: R = [j�0R(j)
where R(0) = ;. For j > 0, q 2 R(j) i� the following formulais satis�able:0� ^p2QnR(j�1) yp = 01A ^ _a2� Æ(q; a)!Sine satis�ability of Presburger formulas is deidable, thesets R(j) are e�etively omputable. By indution on j, weprove:

Claim: For every j � 0, q 2 R(j) i� there is a u-tree t ofdepth at most j � 1 suh that t j=A q.In partiular, the sequene of sets R(j); j � 0; is (not ne-essarily stritly) inreasing. Moreover, R(j) = R(j+k) for ev-ery k � 0 whenever R(j) = R(j+1). Aordingly, R = R(n)with n denoting the number of states jQj. Therefore, theset of all reahable states is omputable. Sine L(A) isnon-empty i� some state f 2 F is reahable, we onludethat emptiness for Presburger u-tree automata is deidable.Given that all Presburger formulas � in Æ have already beenompiled into automata A� (whih now are part of the in-put), the emptiness test even runs in quadrati time.
Closure PropertiesLet U� denote the set of languages that an be aepted byPresburger u-tree automata. We show next that U� is losedunder the Boolean operations union, intersetion and om-plement. In partiular, we de�ne the notion of deterministiPresburger u-tree automata and onstrut for every Pres-burger u-tree automaton an equivalent deterministi one.Theorem 2. The family of languages U� is e�etivelylosed under:1. union,2. intersetion,3. omplementation.Proof. Here, we only onsider the two latter operations.For the onstrution of an automaton for the intersetion,assume that we are given automata Ai = (Qi;�; Æi; Fi),i = 1; 2. W.l.o.g. we assume that Q1 \ Q2 = ;. We pro-eed analogously to the standard onstrution of the produtautomaton for ordinary automata. Thus, we de�ne the au-tomaton A = (Q;�; Æ; F ) as follows. We set Q = Q1 � Q2and F = F1 � F2 and de�ne Æ(q1q2; a) by the formula:Ep12Q1 yp1 : Ep22Q2 yp2 : Æ1(q1; a) ^ Æ2(q2; a) ^ ^p12Q1 Xp22Q2 yp1p2 = yp1! ^ ^p22Q2 Xp12Q1 yp1p2 = yp2!Here, we used the auxiliary variables yp1 ; p1 2 Q1 and yp2 ; p2 2Q2. Moreover, we introdued the general auxiliary notation:Ei2I yi :(I some index set) to denote the existential quanti�ationover all variables yi; i 2 I. The intuition behind this formulais quite simple: the pair of states q1q2 should be satis�ablei� eah of the states q1 and q2 are. Thus, we onstrut thepreondition for q1q2 and a on sequenes � from (Q1�Q2)�as the onjuntion of the preonditions for q1 and q2 onthe projetions of � onto the �rst and seond omponents,respetively. The frequeny yp1 of the state p1 2 Q1 in the�rst projetion then is given by: Pp22Q2 yp1p2 = yp1 .Using the analogous formula also for yp2 , p2 2 Q2, we arriveat the stated formula. Aordingly, it is easy to prove thatt j=A q1q2 i� t j=A1 q1 and t j=A2 q2Thus, L(A) = L(A1)\L(A2) whih ompletes the proof.



In order to prove losure under omplement, we intro-due the notion of deterministi automata. A Presburgerautomaton A = (Q;�; Æ; F ) is alled deterministi i� for ev-ery a 2 � and every multiset of states m = Pp2Q np � fpg,the following holds:� fyp 7! np j p 2 Qg j= Æ(q; a) for some state q 2 Q;� fyp 7! np j p 2 Qg j= Æ(qi; a) for i = 1; 2 impliesq1 = q2.We an onstrut for the automaton A a Presburger for-mula testA suh that A is deterministi i� testA is satis�able.Therefore we have:Proposition 1. It is deidable whether or not a Pres-burger u-tree automaton is deterministi.Given a deterministi Presburger u-tree automaton A =(Q;�; Æ; F ), we an onstrut the omplement automaton�A = (Q;�; Æ;QnF ) simply by exhanging the aepting andnon-aepting states, and we have:Proposition 2. L( �A) = U�nL(A).Therefore, it remains to onstrut for every Presburgeru-tree automaton an equivalent deterministi Presburger u-tree automaton.Theorem 3. For every Presburger u-tree automaton A =(Q;�; Æ; F ), a deterministi Presburger u-tree automaton A0an be onstruted suh that L(A) = L(A0).Proof. The proof idea is similar to related onstrutionsfor ordinary �nite automata. Let A0 = (Q0;�; Æ0; F 0) whereQ0 = 2Q and F 0 = fB � Q j F \B 6= ;g where Æ0(B; a) is aformula with free variables from YQ0 . It is given by: q̂2B q;a! ^0� ^q2QnB: q;a1AHere, the formula  q;a should be true i� q is a possiblesuessor state. In order to speify  q;a, we refer to theauxiliary variables yp; p 2 Q, and also to auxiliary variablesyB;p; B � Q; p 2 B. The variable yB;p is meant to ount allthose hildren resulting in the state set B whih are assignedto the state p 2 B. Using these auxiliary variables,  q;a isde�ned as:Ep2Q yp : Æ(q; a) ^ Ep2B�Q yB;p:0�B̂�QXp2B yB;p = yB1A ^0�p̂2Q Xp2B�Q yB;p = yp1A
As orollaries of theorem 3, we also obtain:Corollary 3. Universality for Presburger u-tree automatais deidable.Corollary 4. 1. Given a �xed deterministi Presburgeru-tree automaton A and some state q of A, it is deid-able in linear time for a u-tree t whether or not t j=A q.

2. In partiular, the word problem for Presburger u-treeautomata is deidable in linear time.Proof. Assume we are given a Presburger u-tree au-tomaton A with transition funtion Æ. By theorem 3, wean w.l.o.g. assume that A is deterministi. Also assumethat all formulas � in Æ have been ompiled into �nite au-tomata A� running on tuples of of (binary) representationsof the numbers. Let n > 0 denote the size of the input u-tree t. By a bottom-up traversal over t, we an determinefor every u-subtree t0 of t and every state p of A whether ornot t0 j=A p. In total, this amounts to O(n) tests of asser-tions � j= � for formulas � ourring in Æ where �(x) � nfor all x in the domain of �. The binary representations ofthe �(x) altogether have size at most O(n). Therefore, theautomata A� an verify the assertions � j= � in time O(n).We onlude that the overall omplexity is O(n).
Querying Unordered TreesNow we onsider Presburger automata as a faility to om-pute unary queries, i.e., to selet a set of nodes in an un-ordered tree. Whether a node is seleted is spei�ed by anautomaton A and a set T of states of A. The node v is inthe output, if there is an aepting omputation of A thatobtains a state from T at v. We will see in the next sub-setion that this simple mehanism an ompute all (unary)queries de�nable in (Presburger) MSO logi.Let � denote a fresh symbol (not in �). An unorderedontext (u-ontext for short) is a u-tree  2 U�[f�g whihontains exatly one ourrene of � at a leaf (the hole). Let[t1℄ denote the u-tree whih is obtained from  by substi-tuting � with t1 (i.e., �lling the hole). Note that for a givenu-tree t, the set C(t) of ontexts  suh that t = [t1℄ forsuitable u-subtrees t1 is in one-to-one orrespondene withthe set of nodes of t. Therefore, in the following we will nolonger distinguish between ontexts  2 C(t) and nodes of t.A (unary) query is a mapping � from u-trees to subsetsof nodes. The nodes in �(t) are also alled mathes. In thefollowing, we present a lass of queries whih is de�nable bymeans of Presburger u-tree automata. For this, we extendthe de�nition of j=A to ontexts by de�ning ; p j=A q,(p; q 2 Q) i�  j=Ap;� q where Ap;� = (Q;� [ f�g; Æp;�; F ) isobtained from A by extending � with � and de�ning:Æp;�(q0; a) = 8<: Æ(q0; a) if a 2 �Vp02Q yp0 = 0 if a = � ^ q0 = pfalse if a = � ^ q0 6= pThus, the automaton Ap;� behaves like A but additionallylets the hole satisfy p. Obviously, we have:Proposition 5. Let A = (Q;�; Æ; F ) be a Presburger u-tree automaton and t = [t1℄ for a ontext  and t; t1 2 U�.Then t j=A q i� t1 j=A p and ; p j=A q for some p 2 Q.A (unary) Presburger pattern is a property of u-subtreeswithin u-trees. We de�ne this property by means of a pairhA;T i where A = (Q;�; Æ; F ) is a Presburger u-tree automa-ton and T � Q is a set of states. Let t 2 U�. A u-ontext 2 C(t) is a math of the pattern hA; T i in t i� t = [t1℄where t1 j=A q and ; q j=A f for some q 2 T and f 2 F .We get:Theorem 4. The set of mathes of a �xed Presburgerpattern hA;T i in a u-tree t 2 U� of size n is omputablein time O(n).



Proof. Let A = (Q;�; Æ; F ). We proeed in two passesover the input u-tree t of size n > 0. In the �rst pass, wedetermine for every u-subtree t1 of t the set:B(t1) = fp 2 Q j t1 j=A pgLet A0 denote the deterministi automaton as onstrutedin the proof of theorem 3. Then we know that for everyt0 2 U�, t0 j=A0 B i� B = fp 2 Q j t0 j=A pg. Therefore, thesets B(t1) an be determined by one bottom-up run of A0 ont. Aording to orollary 4, this �rst pass an be performedin time O(n).In the seond pass, we determine for eah u-ontext  2C(t), the set:D() = fp 2 B(t1) j 9f 2 F : ; p j=A fgwhere t1 is the u-subtree of t with t = [t1℄. Given the setsD(), the mathes of the pattern are determined as the setof all u-ontexts  where T \D() 6= ;.In order to determine the sets D(), we proeed topdownover t. Assume that we are given a u-ontext  in t wheret = [aS℄ for some a 2 � and multi-set S ontaining au-subtree t1, i.e., S = ft1g + S0. Then we may proeedfrom the father node  to the son 1 whih is de�ned as theontext 1 = [a(f�g+S0)℄. Remark that now t = 1[t1℄. LetB1 = B(t1). Assume that we have already determined thevalue D() and now want to determine the orrespondingset for 1. For B � Q, let nB denote the number of u-trees t0 2 S suh that t0 j=A0 B. Let � denote the variableenvironment de�ned by:fyB 7! nB j B � QgWe laim:D(1) = fq1 2 B(t1) j � j= _q2D() q;q1gwhere the formula  q;q1 is given by:Ep2Q yp : Æ(q; a) ^ Ep2B�Q yB;p : yB1;q1 > 0 ^0�B̂�QXp2B yB;p = yB1A ^ p̂2Q XB;p2B yB;p = yp!Intuitively, formula  q;q1 expresses that there is an assign-ment mapping the hildren t0 to states q 2 B(t0) suh thatt1 reeives q1 and the pre-ondition Æ(q; a) is satis�ed. Sinesatis�ability of Presburger formulas is deidable, we on-lude that the sets D() are omputable. In total, our algo-rithm amounts toO(n) tests of assertions � j= � for formulas� whih only depend on the automaton A and variable en-vironments � where �(x) � n for all x in the domain of �.As in the proof of orollary 4, we ompile the formulas �into �nite automata A� running on the tuple of binary rep-resentations of the numbers �(x). Note that we an lustertogether all subtrees t1 of  whih agree in their sets B(t1)of reahable states. We onlude that the total length ofthe numbers �(x) an be bounded by O(n). Therefore, theoverall omplexity of the seond pass is linear as well. Thisompletes the proof.
Presburger MSO Logic for Unordered TreesWe de�ne unordered Presburger MSO (PMSO) logi by ex-tending MSO logi with Presburger prediates on hildren.

As we onsider unordered trees only, the logi does not pro-vide an ordering relation on brothers. More preisely, aPMSO formula f is given by the following grammar:f :: = y < y0 j y 2 S j y=pj f1 ^ f2 j :f j 9 y: f j 9Y: fS :: = Y j Labap :: = t1 = t2 j t1 + t2 = t3j p1 ^ p2 j :p j 9x: pt :: = [S℄ j x j nwhere y < y0 expresses that y is the father of y0, x is froma designated set of Presburger variables, and the formulas pof y=p are Presburger-losed, i.e., do not ontain free our-renes of variables x. Intuitively, the assertion y=p meansthat the hildren of y satisfy the onstraint p where a term[S℄ inside p is interpreted as the number of those hildrenwhih are ontained in S.As usual, we also allow derived prediates suh as equalitybetween variables suh as y1 = y2 or Y1 = Y2 or equationsY = fy1g.Remark 1. The MSO prediate y < y1 is expressible bymeans of the new form of atomi prediates, namely by:9 Y: Y = fy1g ^ y=([Y ℄ = 1)In order to de�ne a satis�ability relation \j=", we view anu-tree t 2 U� as the struture t = hD; (Laba)a2�; <i whereD is the underlying set of nodes, Laba is the subset of nodeslabeled with a, and \<" is the father relation. The satisfa-tion relation t; �; � j= �for the struture t together with valuations �, � (for the setsof free set variables and free individuum variables, respe-tively) is indutively de�ned as follows:t; �; � j= y < y0 i� �(y) < �(y0) holds in tt; �; � j= y 2 Laba i� �(y) 2 Laba holds in tt; �; � j= y 2 Y i� �(y) 2 �(Y )t; �; � j= y=p i� m j= p wherem [Laba℄ = #fv 2 D j �(y) < v; v 2 Labagm [Y ℄ = #fv 2 D j �(y) < v; v 2 �(Y )gt; �; � j= f1 ^ f2 i� t; �; � j= f1 and t; �; � j= f2t; �; � j= :f i� t; �; � 6j= ft; �; � j= 9 y: f i� t; �; � � fy 7! vg j= f for some v 2 Dt; �; � j= 9 Y: f i� t; �� fY 7! Rg; � j= f for some R � DIf the formula f is losed, we also write: t j= f insteadof t; ;; ; j= f .A language L � U� is unordered PMSO-de�nable i� thereis a losed formula � suh that L = ft j t j= �g.Theorem 5 states that unordered PMSO-de�nable lan-guages are preisely haraterized by Presburger u-tree au-tomata.Theorem 5. For a language L � U� the following twostatements are equivalent:1. L is unordered PMSO-de�nable;2. L = L(A) for some Presburger u-tree automaton A.The proof is analogous to the proof of the orrespondingresult for MSO-logi and tree automata over ordered trees.



[3℄ Let us turn to the haraterization of queries. An un-ordered PMSO-pattern is an unordered PMSO formula �with at most one free variable y. A math of � in t is givenby a node v suh thatt; ;; fy 7! vg j= �A query � is unordered PMSO-de�nable i� there is an un-ordered PMSO-pattern � suh that for every t, �(t) is theset of all mathes of � in t.Theorem 6. For a query � the following two statementsare equivalent:1. � is unordered PMSO-de�nable;2. � is de�nable by a Presburger pattern hA; T i for somePresburger u-tree automaton A.
3. EXTENSION TO ORDERED TREESIn many appliations, e.g., where douments are automat-ially generated from databases as textual representationsof querying results, the element ordering on the hildrendoes not matter. In other appliations, though, whih aremore related to lassial doument proessing the orderingmatters, and we envision appliations where doument treesontain both ordered and unordered regions. In this setion,we therefore extend our framework to ordered trees.Obviously, every ordered sequene ht1; : : : ; tni an beonsidered as (one representation of) the unordered sequeneft1; : : : ; tng onsisting of the same elements. In partiu-lar, every ordered tree an be onsidered as (one representa-tion of) an unordered tree as well. Aordingly, PresburgerMSO logi as de�ned for unordered trees in setion 2 is read-ily extended to ordered trees by adding the atomi prediate"y is left sibling of y0" (denoted by: y ; y0) and orrespond-ingly adjusting the de�nition of the satisfation relation j=.Let us therefore see in how far Presburger u-tree automataan also be extended to ordered trees (whih we simply alltrees for short). As the hildren of a node form an orderedsequene, we now need a more general pre-ondition thanjust a Presburger formula for the number of ourrenes ofstates. Let Q be an alphabet (of states). A Presburgerregular expression over Q is a Boolean ombination of regu-lar expressions over Q and Presburger formulas having freevariables only from the anonial set YQ.Given a string w and a Presburger regular expression �we de�ne in the obvious way whether w 2 Q� mathes �(i.e., w j= �). So for example, if � equalsp (p j q)� ^ (yp = yq)then w j= � i� w ontains only p's and q's, begins with a pand ontains equally many ourrenes of p and q.Lemma 6. It is deidable whether for a Presburger regularexpression � there is a string w suh that w j= �.Proof. Let � be a Presburger regular expression. Firstof all, � an be transformed into disjuntive normal formWiVj �ij , where eah �ij is either a regular expression or aPresburger formula. By ombining regular expressions andPresburger formulas, respetively, we arrive at an expressionof the form Wi(ei^�i), where eah ei is a regular expressionand eah �i is a Presburger formula. Clearly, � is satis�ableby a string if and only if at least one disjunt ei ^ �i is. To

hek satis�ability for the onjuntion of a regular expres-sion e and a Presburger formula � we ompute a Presburgerformula �e whih desribes the Parikh images of words inL(e), the language de�ned by e. Here, the Parikh image ofa word w over some alphabet Q assigns the number of o-urrenes of q in w to eah q 2 Q [27℄. An expression e ^ �is satis�able if and only if the Presburger formula �e ^ � issatis�able and we are done.The omplexity of the desribed deision proedure ru-ially depends on the omplexity of onstruting the formula�e. Construtions based on semi-linear sets may produerather long formulas [10, 11, 27℄. It is an interesting ques-tion whether eÆient onstrutions are possible. As Pres-burger regular expressions are losed under negation we im-mediately onlude that also universality is deidable, i.e.,whether an expression mathes all strings.Lemma 6 enourages us to generalize the notion of Pres-burger tree automata. Thus, we de�ne a Presburger tree au-tomaton for ordered trees as a tuple A = (Q;�; Æ; F ) where:� Q is a �nite set of states;� F � Q is the subset of aepting states;� Æ maps pairs (q; a) of states and labels from � to Pres-burger regular expressions � over Q.Aordingly, we introdue an extended satisfation relationbetween ordered trees t and states q by de�ning for t =aht1 : : : tli and Æ(q; a) = �, t j=A q i� there are statesp1; : : : ; pl 2 Q suh that tj j=A pj for all j and p1 : : : pl j= �.The language L(A) � T� whih is aepted by the automa-ton A then is given by:L(A) = ft 2 T� j 9 f 2 F : t j=A fgWe obtain:Theorem 7. Emptiness for Presburger tree automata isdeidable.Proof. Follows almost immediately from lemma 6.Next we show that membership and hene, also query-ing for a �xed Presburger tree automaton an be solved inpolynomial time.Theorem 8. Given a �xed Presburger tree automaton Aand some state q of A, it is deidable in polynomial time fora tree t whether or not t j=A q.Proof. Let Q be the states set of A. We perform abottom-up traversal of the input tree t, omputing for eahsubtree t0 the set of states R = fp j t0 j= pg � Q. Assumethat t0 = aht1 : : : tni and Ri = fp j ti j= pg have been alreadyomputed. Moreover, we an suppose that the Presburgerregular expressions used in A are disjuntions of onjuntsei ^ �i where eah ei is a regular expression and �i is aPresburger formula. Then we may hek for eah ei ^ �iseparately whether it is veri�ed by t1 : : : tn. So now onsiderone onjunt e^�. With e, we assoiate an equivalent �niteautomaton B with set of states P . Then we suessivelyompute the sets V (i; s), 1 � i � n; s 2 P , of assignmentsv : YQ ! f1; : : : ; ig verifying the following ondition: thereexists a sequene of states � = r1 � � � ri with rk 2 Rk fork = 1; : : : ; i and with Parikh image v, suh that state s an



be reahed from an initial state of B by reading �. Finally,we onsider the union V of all sets V (n; f) where f is a �nalstate of B. Now it simply remains to hek whether v j= �for any v 2 V . Thus, assuming that the automaton A is ofonstant size, we spend time O(njQj+1) on the omputationof the set of all suessor states at the root node of t1. Hene,the overall runtime on a tree of size m is O(mjQj+1).Clearly, the upper omplexity bound in theorem 8 is not asenouraging as one might have wished. It remains an inter-esting question, though, whether pratial examples indeedexhibit this worst-ase behavior. A generally better upperbound, however, an be obtained for deterministi automatawhere membership is deidable in linear time [17℄. Gener-alizing the notion of a u-ontext from setion 2, we de�ne aontext as a tree  2 T�[f�g that ontains exatly one o-urrene of the fresh symbol �. Aordingly, we generalizethe de�nition of j=A to ontexts by de�ning ; p j=A q,(p; q 2 Q), i�  j=Ap;� q where Ap;� = (Q;� [ f�g; Æp;�; F )is the automaton obtained from A by extending � with �and extending Æ to Æp;� where Æp;�(q0; a) = Æ(q0; a) whenevera 2 � and Æp;�(q0; �) = � � if q0 = p; if q0 6= pA (monadi) Presburger pattern now is a property of sub-trees within trees. We de�ne this property by means of apair hA;T i where A = (Q;�; Æ; F ) is a Presburger tree au-tomaton and T � Q is a set of states. Let t 2 T�. A ontext 2 C(t) is a math of the pattern hA;T i in t i� t = [t1℄where t1 j=A q and ; q j= f for some q 2 T and f 2 F . Wehave:Theorem 9. The set of mathes of a �xed Presburgerpattern hA;T i in a tree t 2 T� of size n is omputable inpolynomial time.Proof. Assume we have marked the root node of onesubtree t1 of t. Assume further that we have modi�ed A insuh a way that the marked node always reeives a state inT . Then the modi�ed tree is aepted i� t1 is a math. Sinethere are only n di�erent nodes to be marked, the theoremfollows from theorem 8.We now haraterize Presburger tree automata by meansof a fragment of ordered Presburger MSO logi.Theorem 10. A set of ordered trees is aepted by a Pres-burger tree automaton if and only if it an be desribed byan ordered PMSO formula of the form 9X1 : : : 9Xk: ' where' is �rst-order.Proof. only-if: Let A be a Presburger tree automatonand Æ the transition relation of A. Without loss of gen-erality we an assume that all Presburger regular expres-sions used in A are disjuntions of expressions e ^ �, wheree is a regular expression and � is a Presburger formula.From B�uhi's Theorem it follows that eah regular expres-sion e an be expressed by an existential MSO formula  e =9Y1 : : : 9Yl: 'e (on strings). Hene, we an onstrut a for-mula  = 9X1 : : :Xk: ' in whih some of the variables Xiare used to enode the states that A assumes and the re-maining variables are those of the formulas  e. The �rst-order part ' of  desribes the onsisteny of the statesbetween nodes of the input tree and their hildren by usingthe formulas 'e.

if: We show �rst that every �rst-order ordered PMSOformula  an be evaluated by a deterministi Presburgertree automaton. The result is then immediate as a non-deterministi automaton an guess, for eah node, those setsof X1; : : : ;Xk in whih the node is ontained. The proofproeeds by indution on the struture of  . The only asewhih is not entirely straightforward is the ase of a formula = 9x: '(x). Let, by indution, A be an automaton overthe alphabet �[ (��fxg) for '(x). I.e., A aepts all treest whih have exatly one node v with a symbol (a; x) from� � fxg suh that ' holds on t, if x is bound to v and thelabel of v is replaed by a.Let Q be the set of states of A. We onstrut a deter-ministi Presburger tree automaton A1 for  as follows.The state set of A1 is Q � 2Q. The intuitive meaning ofa state (q;X) at a node v is the following. If x did notour in the subtree rooted at v, then A would take stateq at v. X is the set of states A an take if for one nodeof the subtree at v a label a is replaed by (a; x). Weexplain how the mappings Æ1((q;X); a) of A1 are de�ned.Æ1((q;X); a) is desribed by a Presburger regular expres-sion eq ^ eX , where eq is obtained from Æ(q; a) by replaingeah ourrene of a state r 2 Q in a regular expression bySS�Q(r; S) and eah ourrene of yr in a Presburger for-mula by XS�Q y(r;S). The Presburger regular expression eXis of the form Vp2X(e1p _ e2p) ^ Vp62X :(e1p _ e2p). Here, e1pexpresses that A would take state p at v if the label of vwas (a; x). Likewise, e2p expresses that A would take state pat v if the label b of a suitable node below v was replaedby (b; x). Therefore, e1p is obtained from Æ(p; (a; x)) in ananalogous fashion as eq was obtained from Æ(q; a).It remains to desribe the onstrution of e2p. Let Æ(p; a)be a disjuntion of onjunts of the form e ^ � where e isa regular expression and � is a Presburger formula. Theexpression e2p is obtained by replaing eah e ^ � with adisjuntion _r2Q _r02S�Q(er;r0;S^�r;r0;S). Here, for eah hoieof S � Q, r 2 Q and r0 2 S, the expression er;r0;S ^�r;r0;S issatis�ed by a sequene (q1; S1) � � � (qm; Sm), qi 2 Q, Si � Q,if there is some i � m with qi = r, Si = S and e ^ � holdsfor the string q1 � � � qi�1r0qi+1 � � � qm.We get �r;r0;S as the onjuntion of (y(r;S) > 0) and theformula whih is obtained from � by replaing yq, for eahq 2 Q with� XS0�Q y(q;S0), if q 62 fr; r0g or q = r = r0,� (XS0�Q y(q;S0))� 1, if q = r and r 6= r0, and� (XS0�Q y(q;S0)) + 1, if q = r0 and r 6= r0.The language to be desribed by er;r0;S is given as:L = f(q1; S1) : : : (qm; Sm) j 9 i :(qi; Si) = (r; S) ^ q1 : : : qi�1r0qi+1 : : : qn 2 L(e)gClearly, if L(e) is regular, then L is regular as well andhene an be desribed by a regular expression.Theorem 10 is interesting in its own right. It impliesthat we an answer all existential ordered Presburger MSO



queries with polynomial data omplexity. In partiular,all monadi �rst-order queries an be answered. On theother hand, it turns out that in general it is impossible totell whether a given (non-deterministi) Presburger tree au-tomaton aepts all ordered trees.Theorem 11. Universality for Presburger tree automatais undeidable.Proof. The proof is a redution from the Halting Prob-lem for 2-ounter-automata with empty input [19℄. Givensuh an automaton A with state set Q we onstrut a Pres-burger tree automaton A1 suh that A does not halt onthe empty input if and only if A1 aepts all trees over thealphabet Q[f#; $; a; bg. In the onstrution we will onen-trate on trees of a speial shape. They are of depth 2 andnodes on the �rst level (between the root and the leaves)have exatly one hild. I.e., the trees are balaned and onlythe root might have more than one hild. The pattern ofthe labels of the leaves, from left to right, is of the formrQa�b�(#rQa�b�)�, where rQ = q0j � � � jqk represents the setof states of A. The root is labeled with $. All nodes of level1 are labeled by #. It is easy to onstrut a Presburgertree automaton2 A2 whih aepts all trees that are not ofthis speial form. The union of A2 with the automaton A3to be onstruted in the remainder of the proof will be theautomaton A1 we are looking for.A3 heks whether the leaf string of the input tree does notenode an aepting omputation of the ounter automatonA. Here, a on�guration of A with state q and ounterontents n1 and n2, respetively, is enoded by the stringqan1bn2 and on�gurations are separated by #. A3 hekswhether� this string does not start with q0#, where q0 is theinitial state of A,� this string does not end by a string of the form #qa�b�,where q is an aepting state of A, or� there are two suessive on�gurations that are notonsistent with the transition funtion of A.We only desribe how the latter an be heked, as the �rsttwo tasks are straightforward. To this end, the state set ofA3 equals Q[ fq#; qa; q0a; qb; q0b; q?g. In the �rst stage, whenmoving from the leaves to nodes of level 1 the automatonan enter state q? from eah state on the leaves. Further, itan enter state q# from all leaves labeled # and state q, foreah leaf with label q 2 Q. For leaves with label a it entersstate qa or q0a. Aordingly, it may enter qb or q0b from b.It enters an aepting state if� the string of states of the nodes of the �rst level is ofthe form q�?q#qq�aq�b q#q0q�a0q�b0q#q�? with q; q0 2 Q, and� the numbers of the states qa; qb; q0a; q0b are not onsis-tent with respet to q, q0 and the transition funtionof A.This an be expressed by a disjuntion over all possible pairs(q; q0) 2 Q�Q. Eah disjunt onsists of a regular expressionexpressing the �rst ondition and a Presburger formula forthe latter ondition. It should be lear that the automatononstruted in this way has the desired properties.2Atually, A2 does not use any Presburger formulas.

By Theorem 10, the language of ordered trees de�ned by aPresburger tree automaton is de�nable by an ordered PMSOformula { and so is its omplement, sine ordered PMSOlogi is trivially losed under omplementation. Therefore,we immediately obtain from Theorem 11:Proposition 7. Satis�ability for ordered PMSO formu-las is undeidable.For a omparison, we note that the situation here dra-matially di�ers from the unordered ase. Sine Presburgeru-tree automata are e�etively losed under omplement,their universality problem is deidable.
4. MIXED TREESIn the previous setion we have seen that in general weannot expet deidability for all ordered PMSO. Instead,we restrit ourselves to mixed ordered/unordered doumenttrees In these trees, the label of a node tells whether theordering of its hildren matters or not. Reall from theintrodution that this restrition naturally reets a divi-sion of douments into parts whih are made up from datareords whose orderings are irrelevant and formating partswhere the ordering is signi�ant. This lassi�ation is for-malized by partitioning the �nite alphabet � into subsets� = �0 +�1 where �0 and �1 onsist of all labels of nodeswith unordered and ordered hildren, respetively. The setM� of all mixed trees (m-trees for short) over � is now givenby the grammar:t :: = aft1; : : : ; tkg (a 2 �0; k � 0)j bht1; : : : ; tki (b 2 �1; k � 0)Mixed trees in our sense orrespond to terms with one asso-iative symbol \:" (for aumulating the ordered ontents)and one assoiative and ommutative symbol \�" (for a-umulating multi-sets). Languages of suh trees, e.g., havebeen studied Lugiez [15, 16℄ and Ohsaki [25, 26℄. Note, how-ever, that our formalism is slightly more spei� as we ruleout sequenes of trees where unordered setions our dis-persed between ordered ones. Instead, the signi�ane oforder is already determined by the label of the anestor.Presburger tree automata for mixed trees now should sub-sume the ability of Presburger automata for unordered treesto hek Presburger formulas on unordered sequenes of hil-dren as well as the ability of automata for ordered trees tohek ontainment in a regular set for ordered sequenes.Thus, we use Presburger onditions in transitions for labelsfrom �0 and regular expressions in transitions for labels from�1 only. We all suh an automaton Presburger m-tree au-tomaton. As a orollary of theorem 7, we obtain:Corollary 8. Emptiness for Presburger m-tree automatais deidable.It turns out that the family of languages aepted by Pres-burger m-tree automata enjoys muh better losure proper-ties than Presburger automata for ordered trees. In fat,they are not only losed under union and intersetion, butalso under omplement.Theorem 12. The family of languages aepted by Pres-burger m-tree automata is e�etively losed under:1. union,



2. intersetion,3. omplementation.The reason for losure under omplement is that for Pres-burger m-tree automata, we again have available a deter-minization proedure:Theorem 13. For every Presburger m-tree automaton A,a deterministi Presburger m-tree automaton A0 an be on-struted suh that L(A) = L(A0).We all a pair of a Presburger m-tree automaton A anda subset T of states of A mixed Presburger pattern. Weobtain:Theorem 14. The set of mathes of a �xed mixed Pres-burger pattern hA;T i in a m-tree t 2 M� of size n is om-putable in time O(n).The stated omplexity is better than the orrespondingomplexity for general Presburger patterns where the expo-nent of the upper bound depended on the number of statesof the automaton. Here, the upper bound is linear.Proof. The base idea to ahieve this result is the sameas in the unordered ase. Let A = (Q;�; Æ; F ). We proeedin two passes over the input t of size n > 0. In the �rst pass,we determine for every m-subtree t1 of t the set:B(t1) = fp 2 Q j t1 j=A pgLet A0 denote the deterministi automaton as onstrutedin setion 2. Then we know that for every t0 2M�, t j=A0 Bi� B = fp 2 Q j t0 j=A pg. Therefore, the sets B(t1) an bedetermined by one bottom-up run of A0 on t. Aording tothe proof of orollary 4, this an be performed in time O(n).In the seond pass, we determine for eah m-ontext  2C(t), the set:D() = fp 2 B(t1) j 9f 2 F : ; p j=A fgwhere t1 is the m-subtree of t with t = [t1℄. Given the setsD(), the mathes of the pattern are determined as the setof all m-ontexts  where T \D() 6= ;.In order to determine the sets D(), we again proeedtopdown over t. The ruial new onstrution whih wehave to provide is for proessing nodes with labels from �1.So assume that we are given a m-ontext  in t where t =[aht1; : : : ; tki℄ for some a 2 �1 and m-trees ti. Then we mayproeed from the father node  to the son i whih is de�nedas the m-ontext i = [aht1; : : : ; ti�1; �; ti+1; : : : ; tki℄. LetBj = B(tj) for j = 1; : : : ; k. Assume that we have alreadydetermined the value D() and now want to determine theorresponding set for i. Obviously, we have:D(i) = SfDq(i) j q 2 D()g whereDq(i) = fpi 2 Bi j 8j 6= i 9pj 2 Bj : p1 : : : pk 2 Æ1(q; a)gGiven a (non-deterministi) �nite automatonAq;a for Æ1(q; a),all sets Dq(i), i = 1; : : : ; k, an be omputed by one left-to-right and one right-to-left pass of Aq;a over the hildren1; : : : ; k of the urrent node . We onlude that all setsD() are omputable. Given a �xed pattern, we furthermoreonlude that the nodes with ordered hildren inur ompu-tational ost O(n) only. In total, our algorithm has timeomplexity O(n). This ompletes the proof.

Note that, as a speial ase of the querying algorithm inthe proof of theorem 14, we obtain a linear time queryingalgorithm for lassial ordered trees (i.e., trees with �0 = ;).As for unordered and ordered trees, respetively, we su-eed to give a logial haraterization of our automata modelalso in the mixed ase. For that, we use ordered PMSOlogi. Now, however, formulas are interpreted over mixedtrees only. In partiular, we assume that Presburger on-straints only an be applied to the hildren of a node labeledwith some element from �0. For a distintion, we thereforespeak now of mixed PMSO-de�nable languages and queries(instead of ordered PMSO-de�nable ones over mixed trees).These mixed PMSO-de�nable queries are what we have on-sidered in the introdution. We obtain:Theorem 15. For a language L �M� the following twostatements are equivalent:1. L is mixed PMSO-de�nable;2. L = L(A) for some Presburger m-tree automaton A.Theorem 16. For a query � the following two statementsare equivalent:1. � is mixed PMSO-de�nable;2. � is de�nable by a Presburger pattern hA;T i where Ais a Presburger m-tree automaton.In partiular, we onlude that satis�ability of mixed PMSO-logi is deidable. Even more important, mixed PMSO-queries an e�etively be omputed over mixed trees wherethe data omplexity is linear.
5. CONCLUSION AND

FURTHER EXTENSIONSIn summary, we have shown how Monadi Seond Or-der logi an be extended by Presburger onstraints on hil-dren. This extension allows to formulate properties of sub-douments depending on numerial properties like those inour toy example in Figure 1. Based on automata hara-terizations, we derived algorithms whih ompute the set ofmathes of a given monadi query in polynomial time. Infat, for unordered or mixed trees we even obtained linearquerying algorithms.But of ourse, besides reasoning about the numbers ofhildren with ertain properties it is also interesting to om-pute with the numbers that are expliitly mentioned in thedoument. So, a user might be interested to reason abouthow muh musi she gets for a ertain amount of money orabout the total quantity of musi she has downloaded. Inthis setion, we explain how our tehniques an be extendedto handle suh queries as well.Let us �rst onsider a query whih asks for all entitiesof jazz musi where the prie per minute is less than 10(Cent). We assume that the numbers within the htimeitags represent the number of seonds of a piee. Hene, weare interested in all entries where the number in the htimeitag exeeds six times the number in the hpriei tag. In anextended logi we express this as follows.x 2 Labjazz ^ x=�where: � � [time℄ > 6 � [prie℄



As the example shows, we refer to the number within a taghtimei by [time℄. In priniple, suh queries an be handledin a similar way as the queries we have onsidered so far.Conerning the semantis we an simply view a tag htimeiwith number n as n ourrenes of a tag h#timei. It isstraightforward that all the deidability results go through.The approah of viewing numbers as multipliities works�ne for naturals (greater than 0). We an generalize it,though, to arbitrary integer multipliities of leaf nodes (whihare not queried themselves). Sine satis�ability of Pres-burger formulas is also deidable over Z, the same tehniquesan be applied.One might suspet that dealing with numbers in dei-mal representation as opposed to the unary representationof multipliities by tags results in an exponential blow-upfor query evaluation. Fortunately this is not the ase. Re-all that in the proof of Theorem 4 we evaluate Presburgerformulas by �nite automata operating on the binary repre-sentations of multipliities. Therefore, query evaluation isstill possible in linear time.Now let us onsider a seond example query. Assume thatby some transformation proess from the initial doumentof Figure 1 a doument is reated, as depited in Figure 4whih, for eah user and eah musi style, onsists of a listof the htimei- and hpriei-tags.<user>...<jazz><time> 3310 </time><prie> 240 </prie><time> 220 </time><prie> 20 </prie><time> 247 </time><prie> 16 </prie><time> 3510 </time><prie> 262 </prie><time> 3325 </time><prie> 220 </prie></jazz><pop>...</pop>...</user>Figure 4: A transformed doument ontaining in-formation about time and prie of musi �les down-loaded by a user.An obvious question is how queries referring to numbersan be formulated against this doument. The previous ap-proah suggests to interpret the expression [time℄ as the sumof numbers within tags htimei. For instane, the set of allusers who downloaded at least 2 hours of jazz musi ouldbe formulated as follows.x 2 Labuser ^ 9 y: x < y ^ y 2 Labjazz ^ y=�where: � � [time℄ � 7200By replaing � with [time℄ > 6 � [prie℄ we ould as wellselet all users who onsumed jazz musi with an overallprie of less than 10 Cent per minute.

Of ourse in a pratial setting, it would be interesting toallow aggregate funtions (besides summing of values) suhas min, max or average. It is straightforward to inorpo-rate these additional features into Presburger formulas ofautomata. Conerning query evaluation the additional ef-fort then only depends on the ost of the omputation ofthe aggregate funtions. Determinization is still possible inPresburger u-tree and m-tree automata. Whether Empti-ness or Universality remain deidable depends on the spe-i� properties of the aggregate funtions.A loser investigation of the properties of aggregate fun-tions with respet to the questions we onsidered here re-mains to be arried out in future work.
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